
Teacher: Lynch Week of: 9/06-9/09 Q1 W7

Lesson Plan Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Anticipatory Set NO SCHOOL LABOR
DAY

Writing: What Does
Fourth Grade Writing
Look Like? YouTube
Video
Science:
Generation Genius
Weather vs. Climate

Writing: All Record
Round Robin: What
things should we look
for when grading
writing?
Science: Weather vs.
Climate YouTube Video

Writing: Hamburger
Paragraph Writing
Review
Science:
Generation Genius
Weather vs. Climate

Quiz/Test Day
Make-up Work
Newsela - Weekly
Article

Objective Standards Writing/Grammar:
W.4.1 Provide a
concluding statement or
section related to the
information or
explanation presented.
W.4.2 Write
informative/explanatory
texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas and
information.
Science: E.4.9B
Students will
demonstrate an
understanding of
weather and climate
patterns.
Social Studies: H.4.2
Distinguish reasons for
European exploration
and settlement in
Mississippi and the
impact of European
explorers on trade,
health, and land
expansion in
Mississippi.
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Input Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs
from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.

Writing: TTW explain
the Do/What chart
strategy for
deconstructing a prompt
using the story from the
writing DCA from last
week. TTW review the
hamburger paragraph
writing strategy.

Writing: TTW review
the hamburger writing
method and the
Do/What chart. TTW
review TAKES as
another tool for
deconstructing the
prompt.

Modeling Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs
from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.

Writing: TTW complete
the Do/What T-Chart to
model for students.

Writing: TTW break
down the prompt from
Rescuing Miracle and
then model how to find
the information and fill
in the hamburger
method graphic
organizer.

Check for
Understanding

Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs

Writing: TTW ask
students what are the
keys to completing the
Do/What chart: circle
verbs, underline what is

Writing: TTW lead a
discussion about the
steps of the hamburger
writing method. TSW
turn and talk about what
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from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.
.

asking to be done. they know about the
hamburger writing
method and the
DO/What chart.

Guided Practice Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs
from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.

Writing: TSW use the
Beware of Frogs! writing
prompt to complete the
Do/What chart under
the guidance of the
teacher.

Writing: TTW with the
students assistance
respond to the writing
prompt after the
deconstructing the
prompt and the
hamburger method has
been completed.

Independent Practice Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs
from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.
Science: TSW: use the
discussion questions to

Writing: TSW complete
the Do/What chart using
the writing prompt from
Far From Home.
Science: TSW
complete the Weather
vs. Climate Digital
Inquiry on Google
Classroom
independently.

Writing: TSW complete
the hamburger method/
informational texts
matching with
introduction, conclusion,
and the bodies of the
essay.
Science: TSW
complete the Kahoot
review independently.

Science: Generation
Genius 10 question
quiz.
Writing: Quiz on
Hamburger Writing
Method: My Favorite
Subject.



lead a talk with their
groups.

Closure Writing: TTW go over
the student friendly
writing rubric.
TSW use the rubric to
grade the writing DCAs
from last week as a
class. Each student’s
writing will be
anonymously shown to
be graded by peers.
Each class will do
another classes writing,
so there are no
problems.
Science: Exit ticket:
Google Forms, 3
questions from the GG
video.

Writing: Students will
turn and talk about all
they learned from the
charts made today.
Science: Exit Ticket:
name two weather
instruments and what
they are used for.

Writing: Students will
share their matching
results with other
groups.
Science: Review
Kahoot questions.

Thinking Maps Bubble Map: quick write
My Ideal Pet
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Spelling Words: Short o
and Long o
These words will be
used for 2 weeks in the
classroom.

Basic Words:
block        shown
oatmeal    wrote
fellow        scold
coast        od
locate       slope
throat       host
online      shock
solve       known
remote    stock
boast      globe

Review Words:
crime
flight
witness
build

Challenge Words:
borrow
compose
rocket
doctor

Homework: Students
will have spelling choice
boards and will
complete one of the
spots nightly in their
spelling/vocabulary
journal.

Spelling Quiz With
Sentence Dictation

Science TTW go over the
discussion questions
before the video.
TST watch the GG
video.
TSW complete the

TSW complete a Digital
Science Inquiry on
Weather vs. Climate.

TSW play the review
Kahoot on the GG video
to review for the quiz
tomorrow.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dA7DcMrnnQRtVpBGb77yQbRMBic9gwNH7t3sPi8cyBM/edit#slide=id.g6fc5c8e108_0_20


discussion questions in
their groups and submit
online.

TSW complete the
ReadWorks article
Weather - An
Introduction to Weather.

Social Studies Core Lesson 1 in SS
Text The French and
Indian War Pages
42-45.

Core Lesson 1 in SS
Text The French and
Indian War Pages
42-45. Comprehension
questions #1-5.

Core Lesson 2 in SS
Text A New Nation
pages 48-51.

Core Lesson 2 in SS
Text A New Nation
pages 48-51.
Comprehension
questions #1-5.

Grammar Focus:
Bellringer:
Punctuation, parts of
speech, capitalization

Language Daily Spiral
Review.

Language Daily Spiral
Review.

Language Daily Spiral
Review.

Language Daily Spiral
Review.

Journal Writing

You wake up one
morning, and dogs can
talk. Describe your day.

A witch casts a spell on
your mom so she can
only meow instead of
talk. You spend
Saturday working with
her to break the spell.

You try a new shampoo
and it makes leafy
branches sprout from
your head. How do you
get through your day?

Free Write Friday

● Journal Check



Sailor WIN Intervention Groups
Marshall Lynch Scarborough Draughn Davis

Phonics for Reading
Third Level

STARS
Level C

Literature Unit Common Core
Warm Ups

MATH
MAAP State Test

Practice

Student #10 - Lynch HR Student #2 - Lynch HR Student #18 -
Scarbrough HR

Strudent #13 - Lynch
HR

Student #4 -
Scarborough HR

Student #3 - Davis HR Student #16 -
Scarborough HR

Student #1 - Lynch HR Student #8 - Lynch HR Student #6 - Davis HR

Student 5 -
Scarborough HR

Student #14 - Davis HR Student # 2 - Davis HR Student #3 -
Scarborough HR

Student #5 - Lynch HR

Student #9 -
Scarborough HR

Student #5 - Davis HR Student #8 - Davis HR Student #12 -
Scarborough HR

Student #11 - Davis HR

Student #3 - Lynch HR Student #16 - Davis HR Student #7 - Davis HR Student # 11 -
Scarborough HR

Student #9 - Lynch HR

Student #7 -
Scarborough HR

Student #19 -
Scarborough HR

Student #13 - Davis HR Student #12 - Davis HR Student #8 -
Scarborough HR

Student #14 - Lynch HR Student #17 - Student #15 - Lynch HR Student #12 - Lynch HR Student #11 - Lynch HR



Marshall Lynch Scarborough Draughn Davis

Phonics for Reading
Third Level

STARS
Level C

Literature Unit Common Core
Warm Ups

MATH
MAAP State Test

Practice

Scarborough HR

Student #10 -
Scarborough HR

Student #18 - Lynch HR Student #18 -
Scarborough HR

Student #13 -
Scarborough HR

Student #16 - Lynch HR

Student #10 - Davis HR Student #14 -
Scarborough HR

Student #17 - Lynch HR Student #17 - Davis HR

Student #6 - Lynch HR Student #7 - Lynch HR Student #1 -
Scarborough HR

Student #15 - Davis HR Student #4 - Davis HR Student #18 - Davis HR

Student #6 -
Scarborough HR

Student #4 - Lynch HR

Student #9 - Davis HR Rylee Carson


